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HIGHER ED BOARD MOVES
TO LOWER TENURE RATIO
—S to ry on pg. 3

MONTCLARION Photo by Edd O'Connor and Guy Ball.

SHADOW PEOPLE

MSC students c lim b the stairs to the S tudent Center in the late afternoon sunlight. The Center's m all, scheduled fo r com pletion in
November, w ill soon provide a b e a u tifu l background to Indian Summer idylls.
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----------- datebook------------TO DAY, THUR SD AY, OCTOBER 19
LECTURE. Students for

Reform and Action sponsor Jim Klimaski, congressional

candidate for the People’s Party, at 1 pm in Life Hall cafeteria.

F R ID A Y , OCTOBER 20

Future M apped
By Debbie Cristelli

LECTURE. Students for Reform and Action sponsor Dr. Benjamin Spock, presidential
candidate for the People's Party, at 1 pm in Life Hall cafeteria.
DANCE M A R A TH O N . Dorm Federation sponsors a marathon from 8 pm tonight to 8
pm tomorrow night in the ballroom of the Student Center.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 23

S ta ff W riter
The new College Calendar Committee, presently being organized,
will map out college calendars for the next two to three years, a
change from the usual procedure which involved planning on a
yearly basis.

16 to Nov. 10. Applications available in C-204.

The committee's membership will include two deans, a
representative of the business office, a representative of student

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24

personnel, the registrar's office, two representatives of the Faculty
Association and two students. The committee has not yet convened.

D EA D LIN E . Today's the deadline for pass/fail applications for courses meeting from Oct.

S EM IN AR . Political Science department is hosting a pre-election seminar at 3 pm in Russ
Hall Lounge. Domestic and foreign policy issues in terms of both the Nixon and
McGovern campaigns will be discussed.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25
DEBATE. G.I.N.A. sponsors M. Waldor and J. Minish, opposing candidates for the House
of Representatives from the 11th congressional district in debate at noon in Alumni
Lounge, second floor of Life Hall.
COFFEE HOUSE. Catacomb at 7 pm in Life Hall cafeteria.

Private Colleges Get
Aid For
Students
By John Picinich
S ta ff W riter
In an effort to keep New
Jersey college students within
the state, the NJ Board of
Higher Education has adopted a
p ro g ra m
th a t fin a n c ia lly
compensates private New Jersey
colleges for enrollment of New
Jersey students.
Under the state "Program for
U t iliz a t io n
of
Resources,"
p r iv a te colleges w ill
be
compensated in proportion to
their current enrollment of New
Jersey students and increases in
that enrollment.
C o I le g e s
a re
to
be
compensated $600 for each
additional full-time New Jersey
undergraduate enrolled over the
total enrollment of New Jersey
students in the previous year.
For example, if a college had a
total enrollment of 700 New
Jersey students which increased
to 800 New Jersey students the
next year, the college would
receive $600 for each of the
additional 100 students.
Additionally, the colleges will
be com pensated for their
fu ll-tim e
N ew
J e rs e y
undergraduates. The colleges will
be allocated $175 for each
freshman and sophomore and
$225 for each junior and senior.
U N D ER THE education grant
colleges are given $300 for each
enrolled full-time undergraduate
in the previous year. The student

must be a recipient of state
financial aid, however, he or she
may not have received loans or
awards by the college of $1000
or more.
A lt h o u g h
th e
aid
to
independent colleges in the
program is primarily financial,
the board is also authorized to
provide colleges with computers,
library materials and any other
sources which are available to
public colleges, according to the
manual.
The program is being funded
through monies appropriated by
the state legislature, according to
M a ry
F a ir b a n k s ,
p u b lic
information director for the
D e p a rtm e n t
of
H ig h e r
Education.
Fairbanks stated that there
was no relation between the aid
program and the tuition rise in
some colleges. "The tuition was
raised because of the amount of
money the board and the
colleges themselves felt was
needed," she explained.

ALL

INDEPENDENT

colleges or universities of New
J e rs e y
with
r e g io n a l

8 4 3 -3 7 2 7
Over 35,000 Titles in Stock.
I ncluding Large Selection in
Phychology, History, Sociology,
L it e r a t u r e ,
Business, Film,
Education, etc.

Theological and parochial
schools do not qualify to receive
aid under the program and
colleges will not be compensated
for students studying for the
ministry or any other aspect of
religious life.
Hopefully, the program will
in c re a s e
th e
num ber o f
classroom spaces available to
state residents and lower the

time the innovative period, a three week period for intensified study,
was implemented at MSC and the success of the program firmly
established its permanence in subsequent years. Davis anticipates a
larger enrollment for the 1973 session.
There will be a slight change in the form at of the up and coming
winter session. Last year, the session began immediately after the
end of the fall semester. This pattern of one semester immediately
following the other left no time for professors to turn in their final
grades. Then, three weeks later, the ending of the winter session
coincided with the beginning of the spring semester and students had
no alternative but to cut classes in order to make schedule
adjustments.
In January, a few days will be allotted to act as an administrative
"cushion" period or between the fall and spring semesters and the
winter session.
The one ramification associated with the calendar is that
graduation has been moved from its usual position at the end of M ay
to the beginning of June. The insertion of the "cushioning" days
during the winter session necessitated a later start for the spring
semester. Accordingly graduation has been pushed back to June 10,
1973.

educational and operating costs
per student, Fairbanks said.
The program is included in
the "Manual of Administrative
Procedures and Regulations for
Aid to Independant Colleges"
which was adopted at a board
meeting in Trenton on Sept. 15.
The manual implements the
p ro v is io n s
o f an earlier,
experimental plan for "contracts
w ith
independent colleges"
which the board had adopted in

A Correction
The M O N TC LA R IO N

/MONTCLARION
N e w J e r s e y ’s L e a d i n g

Bill Gibson
Carla Capizzi
Kathy Blumenstock
Joan Miketzuk
Joanne Surowicz
James D. Hile
Carol Giordano
Guy Ball
Carol Anne Sakowitz
Lou Romano
Scott Winter
Michael F.X. Grieco
Men of APO

1971.

Financial security doesn’t
just happen—it’s carefully
planned. W e have the ex
perts to help you chart
your financial course.

MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE
A name to remember
CONTACT YOUR MONTCLAIR
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
at 622-6100
ask for:
Anthony J. Cervasio

Mark W. Hamilton, Jr.

N
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Paul L. Feinberg

regrets an error made in last

week's issue. Second place winner of the sophomore class'
Banana Bang was Bob Gioquinto, a junior who worked in
Bohn Hall cafeteria last year. He ate 19 1/4 bananas.

CLASS OF ’73-TTS TIME
FOR SERIOUS P 1 M N G !

SCH ILLER’S
The Complete Bookstore
GSP
Paramus N ext to Gimbels

accreditation and 500 or more
full-time undergraduates qualify
to> receive aid. The minimum
enrollment requirement does not
a p p ly
to
a single-purpose
professional school, however.

Richard Davis, administrative assistant to the president, attributes
this to the fact that the representatives have not all been chosen.
"The membership, with the exception of two SGA representatives,
has been selected," he said.
Davis explained that one reason why the committee feels the
need for calendars drawn up on a two to three year basis is that
various activities, conferences and athletic events are scheduled years
in advance. "The college calendars may or may not be definitive.
Probably, the first will be definitive and the other two mere skeleton
calendars."
A THREE-WEEK innovative period or winter session will be
included in each of the new calendars. January, 1972 was the first

editorial

editor-in-chief.

opinions

expressed

represent

those

of

the

v_____________ J
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Robberies
Plague Bohn
By Karen Arnheiter
S ta ff W riter
"W hat happens and what is
rep o rted are two different
things," said Keith Kauffman,
Safety and Security director.
Kauffmann was referring to the
rash of crimes committed in
Bohn Hall since the beginning of
the year.
Kauffmann stated that--five
"reported" robberies had taken
place. Most of the time cash was
stolen, but other items such as a
driver's license, a checkbook and
a clock radio were also found
missing. Rooms were entered
while the girls had left them
unlocked. None of the doors
were forced open.
Campus security feels that it
is a group working the robberies
in Bohn. "Usually there is a
knock on the door, if there is no
answer the thieves enter. If the
door is answered a flimsy excuse
is given
fo r
k n o c k in g ,”
Kauffmann said that one girl was
asleep when the thieves entered
but they left before the girl
could make an identification.
A CASE in point is one girl

who returned home at 2:15 am
to find two thieves in her room.
When confronted they ran and
she was unable to identify them.
Security men were called,
according to students on the
floor to chase a thief to a lower
level. No identification had been
made so no arrest could take
place. The victim admitted that
she had left the key in the door.
According to Kauffmann,
" A ll
personnel have been
alerted." A t a flash inspection
last Friday, Kauffmann reported
that he still found keys in the
doors on the 15th floor.
" If you know of a theft, stop
in the security shack and report
it,”
said
Kauffmann. The
security people have a limited
amount of eyes and ears, so the
campus community should help,
he said. If the students don't let
the security department know,
th e
c rim in a ls c a n n o t
be
apprehended.
K a u ffm a n n

em p h atically

suggested that all dorm students
lock their doors. Also, girls
should not leave pocketbooks in
open view.»

ONE OF THESE DA Y S -m u lti-h u e d leaves w ill be scattered on the m all soon instead o f the slig h tly
larger cem ent mixers.

Tenure Threatened
By Pat Merocorelli
S ta ff W riter
A statement outlining the NJ
Board of Higher Education's
opposition to a high porportion
of tenured faculty was released
recently by Ralph Dungan,
chancellor of higher education.
The statement is designed to
keep 40% of the faculty in fear
of their jobs according to Robert
D o rn e r
and
M arcoantonio
Lacatena, co-presidents of the
MSC Faculty and the American
Federation of Teachers local.
"A
n o n -te n u re d faculty
member is a docile faculty
member," Lacatena said. " If the
state increases the number of
non-tenured faculty then it
increases the apathy or docility
of the faculty. In other words,
they w on't talk back."
The resolution, which does
not have the force of law, states
that each individual Board of
Trustees should formulate a 10
year
p la n
to
in su re ’ a
"reasonable" level of tenured
fa c u lty .
According to the

statement, the board feels a high
porportion of tenured faculty is
d e trim e n ta l to institutional
flexibility. Therefore, the 10
year plan would be designed to
keep the tenure level consistant.
The
s ta t e m e n t's
fin a l
accep tan ce
is up to the
individual Board of Trustees.
Dorner commented that the
MSC board assured him that
they will form their own opinion
of the document
The resolution states tenure
should only be offered to
teachers with a doctorate and
who have consistantly met a
high level of efficiency. The
statement concluded with the
board's desire that each college
should establish a procedure for
e v a lu a tin g
tenured faculty
performance not less than every
five years.
Dorner and Lacatena charge
that the main focus of the
resolution is economic since
s a la r ie s
a re
lo w e r
fo r
non-tenured faculty members.
Dungan's aim is to make the

college more efficient, both men
c o m m e n te d .
By e ffic ie n t,
Lacatena said, Dungan means
"more degrees per dollar."
"B u t," Dorner added, "he
gives a fantastic amount of lip
service to quality." Dorner
continued, " If he really wanted
to improve the quality of
education at Montclair, he
should add $8000 to the salary
ranges so the college can hiar
more experienced teachers."
Dorner and Lacatena assert
that a tenured faculty member is
liable to dismissal for various
reasons and the college has
m echanism s fo r
abolishing
departments even if the faculty
members have tenure.
As now established by state
law, a teacher is given tenure
when he or she is re-hired for a
fourth year. Once a teacher is
granted tenure, the state must
furnish a set of reasons for his
dismissal.
To dismiss a tenured teacher,
the college officers must present
formal charges which can then
be challenged in court.

Tickets and Tow-Aways Begin
By Mike Hatem
S ta ff W riter
As of Oct. 11, stronger measures are being taken against parking violations on and off
campus. Summonses will be issued on Webster Hall Rd., on Valley Rd., and at the Robin
Hood Inn and cars will be towed away.
Along Valley Rd., Clifton police will be issuing summons and towing away cars that
block driveways and traffic. "We're having a lot of trouble with students parking overtime
and violating restricted areas," explained the Clifton traffic officer on Oct. 11. He added,
"We'll issue tickets and do whatever else needed to stop it.
The manager of the Robin Hood Inn commented on Oct. 12, "We have a small number
of cars registered here for parking spaces. They give us no trouble. But there are some cars
parked without permission and these are toeing towed."
Parking along the road to the campus service station is now clearly prohibited by a
wooden block horse marked "tow-away zone."
According to Greg Carroll, assistant director of operations of the Student Center,
"parking along the road was one of our biggest problems at the gas station. People didn't
want to hassle their way up here and it hurt us. We've been averaging about 1200 gallons
daily businesswise, which is just breaking even. Now, with the access road clear, it's up to
the students and faculty to make this operation work. We could easily pull 10,000 gallons
a day with the number of cars at MSC."
The completion of the new quarry lot, scheduled to be paved by the end of October,
may ease some of the problems, according to one security guard.
The new area is a shorter walking distance to the campus then the other quarry lots.
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THR Rejects Day Care Proposal
By Susan Pickels
S ta ff W riter
M o n tclair State President
Thomas H. Richardson has
rejected a proposal for day care
facilities, citing a lack of space
and money as the reasons for its
rejection.
The proposal was presented
in August by the Affirmative
Action Committee on the Status
of Women (AACSW) and its Day
Care Facilities Subcommittee
(D C F S ).
These
groups,
concerned with issues effecting
women's rights, feel that a day
care center would, as stated in
th e
p ro p o s a l, "co rrect a
s itu a tio n which...hinders or
prevents women from pursuing a
career or an education while
being a parent."
Richardson said that the
proposal as defeated partially
because it was to be located on
campus. He explained that "the
state would not allow campus
space to be set aside for a day
care center. It considers such a
service to be peripheral, that is,
not necessary to MSC's central
goal of education."
"I do not want the day care
c e n te r
to
be established
o ff-c a m p u s ," stated center
advocate Carol Teploff. She
continued to say that a "major
point in having the facilities on

campus is to provide a place
where parents and children can
be together during the day."
The nature of the center was
also a disputed topic. The
committees envisioned it to be
not merely custodial in nature
but also educational.
"The children would be in
our care for many hours every
w e e k ,"
e x p la in e d
Huberta
Alcaro, chairwoman of the
DCFS.
"Instead of merely
babysitting for them, we wanted
to put the time to good use and
offer them a chance to learn."
The center was intended to be
run along the lines of a nursery

1/3 of the available space. A
survey of the people who would
use the facilities, taken by the
committees, indicated that space
for 45 children should be made
available.
Based on these figures, only
15 children of students would
have been accepted. "This is
totally unrealistic," Richardson
said. "N o matter what system
we used, it would not be fair,"
he continued. "There would be
charges of discrimination by
those who were rejected."
Alcaro does not think that

the idea of a day care center is
dead but she feels that greater
student support is needed for it.
She recalls that the DCFS was
composed mainly of faculty
members, with only one student
showing up for the meetings.
"We were not able to show that
this was not merely a faculty
idea," Alcaro said.
"The faculty feels that they
have done all they could," she
continued. "Now, it is up to the
students to work for the day
care facilities if they want

A lte r n a t iv e
methods of
establishing a center will be
investigated. "Studies of the day
care centers that have been set
up at other state colleges could
reveal
possible sources of
funding," Teploff said. The
church at the corner of Valley
Rd. and Mt. Hebron has been
suggested

as

an

alternate

location.
Anyone interested in working
on

the

center

can

contact

Huberta Alcaro in V-152.

them."

school with a certified teacher
present.
Richardson opposed this idea
saying that "the goal in recent
years has been to phase out
anything on campus that is not
d ir e c tly
c o n c e rn e d
w ith
education at the college level."
He pointed out that College
High will be removed from
campus as of next year and that
"that state would not allow an
educational day care center on
campus."
Another controversial area
was the proposal that children
be accepted on a first come, first
served basis with each campus
g ro u p -fa c u lty , students and
staff/a d m in is tra tio n -re c e iv in g

WINTER SESSION
Jan. 13 - Feb. 2
in

EUROPE
LONDON

MUNICH

VIENNA

Academic Credit For Courses In Sociology# Drama# Theater
T-V Production, Painting Sculpture and the Crafts and Dance
Transportation only# also available $145.00
Round Trip N.Y.C. - London - H.Y.C.

RESERVATIONS MUST BE MADE NOW!
Further Information, Itineraries, Registration, Cost, etc...
Inquire! Office of International and Off Campus Learning Programs
LIFE HALL
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Port time Students

Board Considers Fee
By Joanne Surowicz
S ta ff W riter
Part time students may be
assessed an activities fee
beginning next semester if the
Board of Trustees agrees to the
proposal at the November
meeting. Undergraduates now
pay a mandatory $30 fee each
semester which funds all SGA
activities. Part time and graduate
students have never paid any
Activities Fee, nor have they
been considered members of the
Student
Government
Association.
Montclair State's change in
concept from a fulltime/night
school program to one 8 am—10
pm
c o lle g e
th e o r e tic a lly
promotes a fuller incorporation
of part time students in all
campus activities. However the
problem forseen is to what
extent these students should be
forced to participate in the
college community. Opposing
view s

were

raised

at

last

Wednesday's Board of Trustees
meeting and the issue was tabled
for further consideration at the
n e x t session.
The
Board
requested that feedback from
part time and graduate students
be obtained to provide a basis
for judging the method of
assessment.
On
Board

another proposal, the
moved to change the

name of the Department of
Business Administration to the
Department of Administrative
Science. Houston G. Elam, dean
of the School of Professional
Arts and Sciences stated that
this move is “ an attitude change,
not just a name change."
A PROGRESS REPORT on
campus construction scheduled
the tentative opening of the
Clove
Road apartments for
January '74. Defects in the
design of the new Math/Science
building were mentioned and an
investigation was proposed to
correct the faulty situations.

MARDI
GRAS
Homecoming
1972
Fri. Nov. 3

Flea Market Sale
Float Construction
Bourbon Street Beat
8:00 P.M.
S at. Nov. 4

Float Construction
Resumes
Parade 2:00 P.M,
Football Game 8:00 P.M.
Midnight Banquet
11:00 P.M. in S.C.
Sun. Nov. 5

Concert - John Sebastian
& McKendree Spring
8:00 & 11:00 P.M. in Gym

of

Vets Support Bill

Gerald Le Boff, vice chairman
th e
Board was named

chairman of the Presidential
Search Committee. He will
preside at the committee's first
meeting on Sat., Oct. 21, but
will not vote in the selection of
candidates.
T he
co m m ittee will be
com posed
of
10 fa c u lty
members, 4 administrators, 1
alumni representative and 10
students. The students, named
by Sam Crane, SGA president,
are Blanche Smith, Rosemarie
Spano, Nick Bratsofoils, Carol
Dandy, Peter Vukovich, Mike
Koser, Norma Velazquez, Calvin
Hoy, and Bill Asdal. They are
rep resen tative of the five
schools, the SGA legislature.
Class I organizations and the
Graduate Student Organization.

By Patricia Mercorelli
S ta ff W riter
Members of Alpha Sigma Mu, the veteran's fraternity on
campus, are soliciting signatures for a veteran's benefits bill
currently on the floor of the US Congress. The fraternity
brothers are a table set up in the lobby of the Student
Center and were collecting signatures all week.
The bill Alpha Sigma Mu is trying to influence concerns
educational benefits. The Senate version, which is in
committee, proposes an increase from $175 to $250 per
month while the House bill, which has already been passed,
provides for a $225 increase.
Robert Cominsky, fraternity president, remarked, "That
is what the petitions are for, just to get them to act on the
bill.'' The veterans have already sent approximately 2000
signatures to Congress.
While many students don't know about the bill at first,
once the vets explain it, "most students are really anxious
to sign it," Cominsky said,
Cominsky stated that he hopes the bill will be passed by
Monday, Veteran's Day.

V ____________________ /

Handicap Aid Investigated
Students who would like to
have ramps installed on campus
fo r
th o s e
c o n f in e d
to
wheelchairs have met with
Jerome Quinn, facilities director,
and Edward Martin, assistant
d ir e c to r
o f s tu d e n ts , to
investigate possible construction
of the ramps.
Freshman David Benavage
explained that the students
would like a ramp built between
Partridge and Mallory Halls to
aid the handicapped students
w hen
the campus mall is
c o m p le te d .
He said
that
according to the present plans,
the students would have to go
around the mall in order to
reach their classes. This would
be very difficult in inclimate
weather, he continued.

Quinn said that while the
prpoosal is being investigated,
" it
does n o t
lo o k
to o
promising." He stated that the
mall is designed to enable
handicapped students to reach
all areas of it bit he admitted
th a t
it w o u ld
be "with
difficulty."
HE POINTED OUT that
construction of the ramps would
be expensive, costing between
$ 8 ,0 0 0 - $ 1 0,000. While the
ramps might be desirable, Quinn
questioned their necessity saying
that the money could be better
used elsewhere. He said that the
funds might be better used in the
construction of elevators to aid
the students in various buildings.
The students made additional
requests on behalf of the

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH AND ADVISTORY SERVICE
2 S y lv a n S tre e t (S u ite 5)
R u th e rfo rd , N e w Jersey 0 7 0 7 0
( 2 0 1 ) 9 3 3 -6 1 1 7
C o m p le te E d u c a tio n a l Research M a te ria l, Paper B acks-N ew & Used
C o m p le te M o n arc h & C liffs N otes Listings
O ffic e H ours: 9 -5 M o n .-F r i. 1 0 :3 0 -4 Sats.
(S um m ers and Evenings Posted)

handicapped. They requested
the construction of ramps to all
buildings on campus with signs
in evidence so that they will not
be blocked by parked cars.
Benavage also proposed the
fo rm a tio n
o f an elevator
maintenance committee to keep
the elevators on campus in
working condition. He pointed
out that elevator companies
frequently go on strike and
when they break down, the
handicapped students are sorely
inconvienced.
Benvage

is

th e

f ir s t

handicapped student to be living
on campus in any New Jersey
College. He is one of the four
handicapped students at MSC.

V IN IE BURROWS
in
"W A LK TOGETHER
C H IL D R E N "

"WE GIVE RESULTS"

STARLIGHT FO R M A LS
For Tuxedos that fit.

FREE
SUIT TO GROOM WITH
WEDDING PARTY OF SIX
OR MORE
1 6 8 B lo o m fie ld A ve.
C a ld w e ll, NJ
2 2 6 -1 1 0 0
7 8 W ashington St.
B lo o m fie ld , NJ
7 4 3 -7 5 6 6
4 5 1 S p rin g fie ld Ave.
S u m m it, NJ
2 7 3 -6 6 5 0

Discover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA

A Startling View of the Black
Experience Beautiful Black
W o m a n
‘ ‘ Strong
T h e a t r e . .. R ivets
one's
awareness", N Y Times.
"Miss her and you miss a
beautiful experience". Cue
Magazine

MAURICE LEVIN THEATER
OCT. 21

8:15 pm

Ticket Prices: $3.50
2.50 (student with ID)

Are you planning to get married
next month? This winter? Next
spring? Plan to attend

Sails each September & February
C om bine accred ited study with
educational stops in Africa, Aus
tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this interna
tional program. A wide range of
financial aid is available. Write
now for free catalog:

WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666

PRE-MARRIAGE SEMINAR
7 pm Newman House
November 7, 14, 21, 28,
to be conducted by
a resource team of a marriage
counsellor, a physician, a married
couple and Father Tom Davis.
T o register, phone Newman
House, 746-2323.
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Reform And Action

SRA to Push For Student Power
By Theresa Donnarumma
S ta ff W riter
“Students have the power to
influence decisions made by
local, state and federal political
and social groups,” said Julie
Vega, a member of Students for
Reform and Action (SRA), a
new organization on campus.
“Our purpose," continued
Vega, "is to make students
aware of the existing conditions
on and off-campus and to
encourage the utilization of the
power they have to change
conditions."
A c c o rd in g
to the SRA
s ta te m e n t o f purpose the
organization is "a leader-less,
non-bureaucratic, non-partisan,
open and democratic committee
to investigate, cajole, publish
in fo r m a tio n
and physically

protest if need be, to bring an
end to the many intolerable
conditions that exist today."
The most pressing issues
concerning the SRA members is
to make the students aware of
the attempt of centralization is
NJ's higher education system
and of American involvement in
Indochina.
Research is nqw being done
by the SRA on the Board of
Higher
Education's
centralization plan to leave
Trenton as the sole organizing
power of all state colleges.
On the centralization issue
the SRA program states, "We
oppose the attempts of the
Committee of Higher Education
to reduce the free academic
community at MSC and other
s ta te

in s titu tio n s

to

an

automation producing factory.
We have a right individually and
collectively to determine our
own educational goals. We plan
to unite with active groups on

Vietnamese

well

as

an

SRA has and will continue to
sponsor speakers for • MSC
students. Antiwar activist David
Dellinger has already appeared
on campus and on Oct. 20 at

the other state and community
college campuses to present a
united statewide student front
to
p re v e n t this oppressive
institution of state control.”
On Oct. 18 SRA took part in
a campus forum to let MSC
s tu d e n ts
k n o w about the
centralization issue.
R eg
M u rp h y ,
a n o th e r
member, said, "Indochina is one

2:00 pm in Life Hall cafeteria
Dr. Benjamin Spock will talk to
the students. The Socialist Labor
Party will be on campus on Oct.
30.
Jerry Carver, a member of
SRA, said, "All these speakers
come for free. The only cost is

of our prime concerns. We have
a llie d
o urselves with the
Indochina Peace campaign-a
new organization."
SRA's new approach is to
acquaint the people with
history and culture of

as

examination of the impact of
the war on the daily life of the
Vietnamese.

security."
Carver adds, "Speakers like
this have always been available,
but the only organization on

the
the

campus that sponsers speakers is
so concerned with balance (in

Let a phone
share your room
for only 21* a day.

the political sense) that they
don't get newsworthy people.
We (SRA) are an unchartered
o rg a n iz a tio n
that can cut
through bureaucratic nonsense
and get the speaker we want."
In addition to speakers SRA
will establish referral services
such as food stamp information,
free abortion referral, legal aid
and draft counseling.
The SRA program asks the
student to "unite for peace,
freedom, justice and jobs."

notes
N IG H T HOURS
MSC's
personnel

student
offices,

which

include
housing,
co u n sellin g and other
the

campus

community, will
open during the
a c c o rd in g
to
Martin, assistant

services for

now be
evening
Edward
director

of students.
In
ad d itio n

to

its

current hours of 8 :30 am
to 5 pm, Monday through
F rid a y ,
the personnel
offices will be open from 6
to 8 pm, Monday, Tuesday
and Thursday evening in
College Hall 217.
On
and
off-campus
housing o ffic es in L ife H all

will be open Monday
through Thursday, 6 to 8
pm.

BUS STOP
Commuters from New
York City will be able to
take the # 66 bus to the
Montclair State campus,

A n d p u t an end
this.

TELEPH ONE

.through an experiment of
the DeCamp Bus Line.
Starting Mon., Oct. 16,
the bus will begin its route
leavin g
a t 8 :1 5 am,
Monday through Friday.
Leaving from N Y Port
Authority, the bus will
turn up Normal Ave.,
s to p p in g at the first
campus entrance.
However, at least 15
rides are needed daily in
order to make the program
^ fin a n c ia lly practical.

Tit—'—

1
For only $6.55 a month, plus
a one-time $12.00 installation
charge, you can have your
own private phone.
You’ll be able to make and
receive personal calls. Even
reach other campus phones by
dialing only four digits. All
without going through a
switchboard.

How is this possible?
Because Montclair State
installed Centrex, the modern
telephone service.
So, look at it this way:
If you and your roommate
go halves, the cost is roughly
100 a day. W ell worth it
when you think about waiting
in pay phone lines on those

w
l "Hil.
r U L -.

busy got-to-get-a-date-forthe-weekend nights.
Agreed?
Just pick up an application
at the Housing Office. And
order a phone for your room.

©

New Jersey Bell

^

CLASSIFIED
Personal:
Who is Betsy Jacobis?
D IA M O N D
ENGAGEMENT
&
W E D D IN G
R IN G S .
3 ,0 0 0
ring
selections
in
all
styles
at
5 0%
d is c o u n t
to
s tudents,
s ta ff, and
fa c u lty .
Buy
d ire c t fro m
leading
m a n u fa c tu re r and S A V E ! 1 /2 c ara t
$ 1 7 9 , 3 /4 c a ra t o n ly $ 2 9 9 . F o r free
c o lo r fo ld e r w r ir e : B o x 4 2 , F a n w o o d ,
N .J . 0 7 0 2 3 .
" W e are lo o k in g fo r a s tu d e n t to
o u r 8 tra c k
tapes. W e are
pected th ro u g h o u t th e c o u n try as
rducin g a p re m iu m p ro d u c t. Have
j r o w n th riv in g business. W e c arry
lo s t 5 0 0 selections o f all types o f
sic. S o u l, Pop, O ld ie s , C o u n try &
stern, P o p u la r, E tc . I f y o u are
erested call M e lo d y
R ecordings
:. ( 2 0 1 ) 5 7 5 - 9 4 3 0 ask fo r e ith e r
. Jonas o r M r. R e id ."

rT E N T IO N F U N D RAISERS ive your group or organization earn
ige 33 1/3% Commission just for
monstrating beautiful new low
Iced men’s & women's jewelry line
friends, neighbors, others. No hard
ling, no Inventment We supply
•ry thing. Phone: (201) *7 £ 2 7 1 9
on. thru Thurs. 7 P.M. - 10 P.M.
i t of area call collect Ask for L.B.

.
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Sororities Sponsor a Night of Song
By Rosemary Morra
S ta ff W riter
The women of Dalphac and
Delta will sponsor the 16th
I
annual Greek Sing on Fri., Nov.
1, at 7 pm in Memorial
Auditorium.
S o r o r it ie s ,
fraternities and other campus
organizations are eligible to
participate in the Sing, designed
to eliminate apathy in a spirit of
fr ie n d ly
c o m p e titio n
and
entertainment.
Chairwomen

Penny

Galos,

Carol Roof and Eileen Weiner
have devised the rules for the
p ro g ram . "A ll organizations
must perform from eight to ten
minutes and have no more than
23 or less that 10 participating,"
said Galos, a junior.
Each
g ro u p
w ill
enter
competition by presenting three

songs which adhere to any
central theme of the group's
choice. All presentations must
ba a cappella (unaccompanied)
chorus with at least a two-part
h a rm o n y . "Attire shall be
uniform and decided upon by
each group," added Weiner.
H and
gestures and
body
movements are allowed but fast
dance steps are not, explained
Galos.
Im partial

judges

will

be

selected both from the music
and
speech
an d
th e a te r
departments. "Contestants will
be judged on originality of
theme, arrangement, appearance
stage personality and over-all
e ffe c t," stated Weiner. No
definite decisions have been
made concerning the prizes,
which will be awarded at the

close of the program.

an aim to get the student body

Greek Sing was a non-profit,

"Probably trophies will be
awarded to first, second and
third place winners," Weiner
said. Eight sororities, three

together," said Laura Latka of
Dalphac.
Latka explained the format is
unchanged with the exception
that all campus organizations are
now invited to participate. The
women of Dalphac and Delta
traditionally open Greek Sing
with their rendition of "It's a
Grand Night for Singing."

cultural activity in past years.
However, profits from this year’s
Sing will be given to the
participating groups treasuries.

fraternities
and
three
o rg a n iz a tio n s
have already
entered the contest. Theme, list
of selections and $5 entrance fee
should be submitted no later
than Oct. 23.
LAST YEAR the over-all
trophy went to Alpha Sigma Mu,
whose theme was "man's quest."
Sigma Delta Phi followed with
its
th e m e
of
"season to
remember."
Greek Sing was inaugurated
at Montclair State in 1957 to
provide the opportunity for
competition, recognition and
e n te rta in m e n t through the
medium of song. "The affair was

Love is Going to Class
By Theresa Donnarumma

"You
possible

S ta ff W riter
"Is love real?" asked Jill Beerman. Even if
it's not, the new "Love Class" certainly is.
Every Wednesday night at 8 pm in the tiny
Bohn Hall third floor lounge love is in
session and open to all.
The "Love Class" is offered as a
non-credit seminar through the Campus
Community Program. Beerman, a student at
MSC and the instructor of the course said,
"We discuss the nature of love-if love exists
or not. How love is manifested and how it
can be used as a force for good."

A C C O R D IN G

TO

BEERMAN,

the
purpose of the course is "to make people
aware of alternate ways of love that they
haven't yet learned."

learn emotion. Therefore it is
to unlearn' and then relearn

emotions to satisfy other needs," she added.
The few students who regularly attend
the seminar are happy with how the
unstructured course has been progressing.

BY RELATING TO others’ personal
experiences the students can see who they
are in relation to other students. However,
" It is not sensitivity training," said Beerman.
"Nobody reacts on a personal level. They
react only to the subject matter,"^concluded
the instructor.
One of the many topics the students hope
to discuss is the adjustment to adulthood
and the new relationships that face them.

Inner Dimensions
RECYCLED (used) CLOTHING
Jeans S till $2

H Fall Wear
¡2

Jackets

corderoy s h irt. s w eaters,
fla n n e l s h irt

S uede, le a th e r.
C orderoy

Record Albums
$ 5 .9 8 L is t
$ 3 .5 9 w ith s tu d e n t ID
Jew elry
Pipes

Tickets may be purchased
from any member of Dalphac or
Delta for $1. They wilj also be
sold outside the cafeteria in the
Student
C en ter s ta rtin g
November 20.

With Help From
Their Friends
By Vincent Biunno
S ta ff W riter
W ith
the largest county
operated mental hospital in the
country located in nearby Cedar
Grove, college students in this
area have a unique opportunity.
Overbrook Hospital features a
college companion program in
which each student is assigned to
a patient and visits him on a
regular basis to help the patient
establish and maintain social
relationships which are so
instrumental in the patient's
recovery.
Organized with only
10
psychology students ir> 1964, 8
years of growth has seen the
program expand in both number
and background. In addition to
psychology students, it now
includes over 200 young men
and women of all academic areas
with one common bond-the
desire to help others in times of
emotional distress.
The
coordinator of the
program is Lillian Brunell, head
of the psychology department.

Wayne
Young,
a s ta ff
psychologist, explained that
Overbrook has approximately
3500 patients either of the
geriatric or psychiatric type. Of
the 1700 psychiatric patients a
large number are eligible for
college companions and often
receive them upon request.
Although the companions are
not present to act as therapists,
Young explained that many of
th e
relationships do have
th e ra p e u tic value especially
when the ages of the people
involved are close.

AMONG THE ACTIVITIES
open to a companion and his
patient are dances, concerts,
physical events, games and art
exhibitions. Sometimes just a
quiet walk around the hospital
grounds gives the patient a
chance to discuss his problems.
Y o u n g stressed that all
students
interested
in
participating in the college
c o m p an io n
program should
contact Brunell at the hospital.

EARN & LEARN
R e p r e s e n t n a tio n a lly
advertised product. Our
message - your hours. High
income potential.
Call Mrs. Victor, 278-3116.

The Pap erback Book Shop
The Students Store
All Outline Series in Stock
Barnes & Noble, Monarch, Barron's, Schaum's, Littlefield Adams,
C liff Notes, College Notes, "11000 paperback titles in stock"
Special orders taken for students
580 Bloomfield Ave. Bloomfield, NJ
at the 5 corners
743-4740

candles posters gam es

Papers
15C each

127 W atc h u n g Ave.
M ontclair

or

THE ACADEMIC RESEARCH GROUP, INC.
240 Park Avenue
Rutherford, N. J. 07070
(201) 939-0189

4 fo r 50C

Daily
10 to 10

REPORTS, PAPERS. RESEARCH M ATERIAL
Personal Service. Low Rates.
Call, write, or come in.
Mon-Fri:9-4 Sat: 10-3

?■ iw..
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Forgotten
People
--

The construction of the mall is nearing
com p letion . It’s beautiful landscaping and
walkways are designed for the needs of the campus
community--or is it?
Unfortunately the mall is not designed to
accomodate the handicapped and those confined
to the limited mobility of wheelchairs.
True they are only a minority, but if one ever
was disabled he or she would find navigating not
only the mall but the entire campus quite difficult.
Such things as doorway posts in Mallory Hall and
the abscence of ramps to the entrances of many
buildings make classes an ordeal to attend and
dangerous as well.
But there does seem to be someone listening.
Jerry Quinn, MSC director of institutional planning
has met with handicapped students. To get an even
better perspective, Quinn plans to travel around in
a wheelchair. Hopefully, Quinn’s experiment will
provide some first-hand understanding for this
seemingly forgotten group. Afterall, they too have
paid for their education.

Day Care
Needed
It is regrettable that the initial proposal for a
day care center has been rejected. The fight for a
center has been raging for several years and it is
undeniable that the center would provide a much
needed service to those MSC students who have
children.
MSC president Thomas H. Richardson criticized
the plan as being not directly related to education
at the college level. It is true that the money
provided by the state government is so limited that
stretching dollars has become a campus-wide past
time in order to provide enough college professors
let alone juice and cookies.
However, the center would provide the
educational opportunity for many students who
will otherwise be bound to their homes by parental
responsibilities.
What is needed now is a movement by the
students who would benefit from the center to
provide logical alternatives to such problems as
funding, insurance and space limitations.
Only one student participated in recent
planning meetings--is there only one parent on
campus?

J

L yn da E m ery

‘Liberate’ The Men
There has seldom been a
group of people who need to be
“ liberated” as much as the men
at Montclair State do. Or
perhaps the problem is not
confined to this campus and the
men here simply manifesting a
national problem.
The p h en o m en o n
of
oppression has traditionally been
thought of as applying to only
women and racial minorities.
Within the past two years there
has been, therefore, a great
consciousness on the part of
women and most minorities.
The Women’s Center has been
set aside in Life Hall to deal with
t h e p ro b le m o f fem ale
o p p re ssio n . Representatives
from this organization are being
included more in campus life.
The black students at MSC have
created a Class I organization
whose main purpose is to
explore and explain the black
person.
STRIDES

But while one could speak at
great lengths of the strides taken
by these “ third-world” people, I
believe that the one group which'
needs liberation the most is men.
In our society men live an even
more
stereotyped,
predetermined existence than
women do. A woman’s advocate
would rage that society expects
women to grow up, search for a
husband, marry and live a dull,
secure life as a wife and mother.
Admittedly it sounds grim,
but what society expects of men
is even worse. Men have equally
stereotyped expectations (have
some “kicks” then settle down,
provide for a wife and children)
with an added problem-they are
expected to be oppressors. It is
expected of men, especially
white men, that they always be
the rulers, whether it is in a
family situation or at a job. Any
man who does not strive to
oppress women or anyone who
is at a disadvantage to him, is
considered unmasculinc.
She can be an equal
“ bread-winner” for the family.

But what man could chose to be
the full-time “ homemaker” for
his family and not be fearful of
being condemned as being
feminine? A woman can live in
either world, the domestic as
well as the outside, a man has no
freedom of choice.
ASPECT

Oppression of males is not
limited to that one aspect. There
are many more examples that

space limitations do not allow
me to go into. But the most
unusual thing is that few men
even comprehend that there is a
problem. They smuggly maintain
that things are the way they are
because that is how they want it.
I just want to ask that men, and
w om en to o , consider the
possibility. The conclusions are,
I believe, amazing and almost
frightening.

«I. P . Cain

4Dash It All!9
Dash it, fellows, it would appear
that sturdy Sam and fun-loving
Angelo are in for a peck o f
trouble from ne’er do well Bob
Winsome and his band o f
toadies....
High above the new Student
C e n t e r t h e r e circled a
strange-looking “aeroplane.” It
was a makeshift craft, but it
appeared to fly better than
many a professionally built one.
Inside the odd ship was the hero
of many an adventure, Sam
Plain. Some of you may have
met him earlier in this series,
when he and his chums tried to
solve “ The Mystery of the
Tuition Increase,” and give that
bully, Dogone, the thrashing he
so well deserved.
But that is another stbry.
Right now, the “ aeroplane” was
making a perfect three-point
landing on the lawn of Montclair
State, a picturesque institution
of higher education located in
upstate New Jersey. Whereupon,
you may be sure, many an
admiring glance was turned
upward at the intrepid Plain.
TROUBLE

But even as he descended to
meet his old friends, trouble was
brewing in the basement of the
Center. For there, “ hanging
around” in the billiard hall and,
no doubt, smoking “ cigarettes,"

lurked Bob Winsome and his
despicable accomplice, Mumps
Giltwomann. With them was
their usual companion, William
Ashill, whose folks were the rich
and doting Presidents of the
National Toothpase Company.
Our hero, of course, had met
with Winsome before and well
knew the habits of the boy
bully, who was several years
older than his class-mates, having
been “left back” several times.
Winsome and his crony,
hearing the cheers from above,
threw down their “ cue sticks”
and rushed to the stairs, for they
were sure that their old enemy
had arrived.
A DIME
“ They wouldn’t cheer for
anyone but that rat, Plain.”
Winsome was heard to say
nastily. He left a “dime” on the
counter as they went out.
“ You always wanted to be
SGA president, didn’t you?”
said Mumps Giltwomann.
“ You’re darn tootin’,” swore
Winsome vilely.
“Wait a minute, boys,” cried
Ashill, stopping the others in
their tracks, “ I think I have a
way to pay Plain back for the
way he picks on us!”
And with that the three
sneaks bent their heads together.
What did they have planned?
—to be continued next time!
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McGovern Edges Nixon In Poll
If Montclair State is any
in d ic a tio n , Senator George
McGovern will fall short of
receiving an overwhelming
majority of the college vote.
In a poll conducted by the
MONTCLARION during the
week of Oct. 9, McGovern holds
a lead of only 2.5% over
President Richard M. Nixon.
Social science majors gave the
South Dakotan much of his
support while the GOP standard
bearer’s strength rests in the
math/science area.
A trend developed along sex
lines, as 45% of the males polled
w ent to McGovern. Nixon
appears to be the ladies man as

35% of the coeds favor his
candidacy.
ISSUE
Perhaps one of the reasons
for McGovern’s capturing many
male votes is the rating of the
V ietnam war as the top
campaign issue.
The pole indicates that much
of the organizing done by the
campus McGovern forces has
gone for naught. The close
re su lts are bad news for
Democrats who were depending
on a college sweep to bolster the
youth vote. Without it, the
youth vote will not figure in the
election.
Although 20% of those polled

MONTCLARION Presidential Poll
Sample size: 300

arc undecided it does not mean
McGovern can recover any
sizable majority.
An interesting aspect was the
p aren tal support for each
candidate. The support for
Nixon is more than 2 to 1 over
McGovern.
T hree h u n d re d students
comprised the sample. They
were polled randomly using
statistical methods. Each school
received a number of ballots
based upon the number of
students enrolled.
Another survey is planned
before the election.

Voting-83%

Not Voting-9.7%

Candidate Preference:
George McGovern-39.4%
Richard Nixon-36.9%
John Schmitz-0.0%

Undecided-7.3%

Benjamin Spock-0.4%
Undecided-20.5%
Others-2.8%

Party Indentification:
Democratic-25.2%
Republican-9.6%

Independents-54.6%
Other-10.6%

Parents’ Party Affiliation:
Democratic-41.4%
Republican-35.9%
Independent-10.2%

Other-1.4%
Don’t know-10.9%

Parents’ Candidate Preference:
George McGovern-14.0%
Richard Nixon-48.4%
John Schmitz-0.3%

Benjamin Spock-0.0%
Other-7.9%
Don’t know-29.4%

M ik e L ynch
and Nixon supporters’ number one choice

Nominee Too Lofty
Last week I approached the
kids manning the McGovern
table in the Student Center and
asked, “What is Senator George
McGovern’s plan for controlling
inflation?” There were thirty
seconds of dead silence. Finally
one of the volunteers admitted,
“ I don’t know. All 1 know is,
he’s a moral man and he’ll
control prices somehow.”
M cG overn’s emphasis on
lo fty themes like morality
enables him to avoid grubby
little subjects like money. When
“Meet the Press’ interviewers
asked how he would obtain the
r e v e n u e to fin an c e his
ex tra v ag an t prom ises, he
impatiently replied, “ I don’t
want to get bogged down in

monetary details,” and went on
to make some more promises.
BONDS
He proposes to get the cash
by closing “ tax loopholes”
utilized by the wealthy. Actually
the main loophole is the
tax-exempt status of state and
municipal bonds. No state can
afford to match the high interest
offered by corporation bonds, so
there’s one big reason investors
buy New Jersey bonds when
they could do better with
Chrysler or Esso-Uncle Sam
doesn’t tax the income they earn
from state bonds.
Most middle-class Americans
realize that they would foot the
bill for McGovern’s income
redistribution plan, or whatever

his latest scheme-of-the-month
is. Notice how his most fervent
supporters are students or
p ro fessio n als from pretty
affluent backgrounds? Organized
labor, on the other hand, was
shunted aside at the Democratic
Convention.
CAPTURED
The nation’s majority party
has been captured by a left-wing
faction having little in common
with the ordinary Democratic
voter. Like most Irish-Americans, my family had always
been partial to the Democrats;
but it’s obvious to me which side
offers intelligent leadership in
1972. America needs President
Richard M. Nixon, now more
than ever.

Catholic Church is sexist and
racist without defining those
labels within the context of his
own understanding is both
presumptious and specious.

To the Editor:
Bill Biard statement that the

Norbert Corny
Student

Vietnam-58.6%
Economy-15.6%
Government
Credibility-1 3.3%
Military
Spending-7.6%
Crime-3.9%
Other-1.0%

Vietnam-52.5%
Economy-26.5%
Crime-9.0%
Government
Credibility-6.0%
Military
Spending-4.0%
Other-2.0%

A Campus Walk
Stirs Memories

Let It Slide, ClydeThe music in the game room
is almost entirely black. The
game room is about the best
facility I’ve seen as serving all
the students and their needs. I
hope the “ black folks” aren’t
too upset that they have to pay
to use the game room facilities. I
have to pay and I’m white. If
there’s a line to wait for these
facilities I have to wait just as
long as “ black folks” . How
much more equal can it get?
Equality is fine as long as one
accepts the disadvantages as well
as the advantages. As for King’s
article and false accusations,
“We’ll just have to let that
slide."
Frank J. Tyminski
Business Administration, ’75

Nixon Supporters

r

MONTCLARION S o ap b ox

To the Editor:
This is a response to Clyde
King’s article, “ We’ll Just Have
to Start Something,” in the
MONTCLARION, October 5,
1972.
I would like to know, just
what are “ black needs?” Just
how do they differ from
everyone else’s needs on this
campus?
As for Mr. King’s comments
about the Student Center, 1
think Mr. King has a helluva
nerve saying that black students
weren’t in mind when it was
planned. Who holds most of the
jobs at the Center, especially the
gas station? The Center is open
and all facilities are available to
any student or student group,
whether black or white or brown
or what have you.

McGovern Supporters

Mr. Baird also indicated that
there are no black bishops in the
U nited States. I hate to
disappoint Mr. Baird, but Bishop
Harold Perry, SVD, Auxiliary
Bishop of New Orleans, La., is
black. Further, Archbishop
H um berto S. Medeiros, of
B oston is o f Portuguese
extraction. Aux. Bishftp Juan A.
Arzube of Los Angeles is of
E cuadorian descent. Aux.
Bishop Patrick Flores of San
A n to n n io is o f Mexican
American extraction-enough! I
think I’ve made my point.

V

By Kay Finlaw
S ta ff Writer
For those seniors who have been at MSC for their entire
college career a walk around campus stimulates many
memories and realizations of change.
Walking down the hall in Freeman and seeing guys
names on the doors reminds one of the days when Freeman
Hall was strictly female, complete with 11 o’clock curfews,
sign-out procedures, and no visitation policy.
A visit to your professor’s office in the School of Social
and Behavorial Sciences could mean a visit to your old
dorm room in Russ Hall. Somehow it doesn’t seem like the
place you use to call home, though.
All that cement at one end of College Hall and the
protruding pipes with steam coming from somewhere are
the only remnants of TUB. You can’t help thinking how
permanently temporary that building was.
GARBAGE
A walk through Life Hall just isn’t as interesting as it use
to be. Where are all the people? And what happened to all
the garbage in the commuter’s lounge?
The field where your gym class use to play softball has
become the Math-Science Building. Few people ask about
the Recreation Lodge because they can’t even see it any
more unless thay are standing ten feet away.
You pass the construction of the mall and can’t imagine
anything except all the cars that use to park there. And all
the water that use to collect whenever it rained. Don’t you
wish you had a dollar for every time you had to wade
through that mess?
As you enter the night-club atmosphere of the Student
Center your thoughts center on that little yellow receipt
reminding you of the student union building fee you’ve
paid for the last one hundred semesters.
For those seniors who have been at MSC for their entire
college career, a walk around campus really does stimulate
memories and realizations of change.
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H A IR C U T S TOO -M ale members o f the cast
sacrifice their beards, moustaches and sideburns
to prepare fo r th e ir roles.

D IV IN E L Y D E C A D E N T Sally
Bowles w ill be played by
D o ro th y
H ayden
during
Cabaret's tw o weekend run, No.
2, 3 ,4 , 9, 10. 11.

M O N T C L A R IO N P h o to by Stan Pierzga.

A P IN H E R E -Jan Breen, graduate assistant in
costume, makes some fin a l alterations-on Sally
Bowles' costume.

M O N T C L A R IO N P h o to by B ernle Sluzas.

A L L T O G E T H E R -T he n ew ly created all-girls band rehearses one o f th e ir numbers fro m the show. They are A m y Sunshine, piano; Jo d i
Freeman, tuba; J u d y Frank, drum s; Janet DeB/asi, tru m p e t a n d Dale Belli, saxophone.

Music Organizations Commission
Presents
Organist
E. Power Biggs
April 4

Single Tickets Available in February
Price List for Off-Campus Series
Adults

Marcel Marceau
E. Power Biggs
Vinnea Boys'
Choir
Subscriptions for
all three concerts

SGA
Students

Loge
S3.50
$4.00

Orch.
S4.50
S4.00

Loge
S1.50
$4.00

Orch.
$2.50
S4.00

S3.50

S4.50

$1.50

$2.50

S8.00

$10.00

$5.00

$8.00

Mime
Marcel Marceau
April 10
Vienna Boys’ Choir
March 21

Tickets available in the
Music department office.

MOC
c/o Music DepL
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, N.J.
Non-Student Subs Only

Nam e__
Address.
Loge —
No.
Orch

Amount

Enclosed self-addressed
stamped envelope
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'Hurry Harry’ Dies
Survived By Cast
By Hal Plain
S ta ff Reviewer
Actors have a difficult time
finding work in today's job
market. This must be the reason
why "Hurry Harry" still had a
cast when it opened for its
Broadway run. The show is so
painfully written and directed
that the audience could feel the
acto rs

apologizing

as

they

walked through their pieces.
"Hurry Harry," at the Ritz
Theatre, is directed by Jeremiah
Morris and written by Morris,
Lee Kalcheim and Susan Perkis.
Actual l y,
" w r itte n "
and
"directed" don't really apply to
this show. It seems to have just
h ap p en ed ,
lik e
a terrible
accident.
The set, by Fred Voelpel, was
an amorphous, multi-leveled
lump of wide-wale corderoy
covered something or other.
With swinging and revolving
doors and a drawbridge, the set
looked as ridiculous as it sounds
and did absolutely nothing for
the show at all.
The
lig htin g by Martin
A ro n s te in
was also quite
unremarkable. N ot only was
there no imagination but there
were times when the actors were
not even lit at all during periods
of important action.
As for costume, there was
none. The actors simply seemed

to have walked in off the streets
in what they had on that
afternoon.
In
th e
one
production number, it appeared
that designer Sara Brook was in
an extrem e hurry on the
afternoon she designed them.
GERALD
TEIJELO'S
choreography looked like a
passable high school production.
The cast did not appear well
rehearsed as they stumbled
through the dances. But then
nothing could have helped the
staging.
The music and lyrics by Bill
Weeden and David Finkle were
terribly typical, indistinguishable
from any other second- rate rock
show. As if that weren't enough,
the music was performed poorly,
sounding muddy and wilted.
The storyline of a young man
who has everything and then
decides that he doesn't want it
has been trite for over 20 years.
It is on this excuse that the
author's inflict some really
painful review-type material as
the boy searches for the real

n

n

me.
Despite everything, the cast

tried to do the best it could with
this poor material. Out of pity
for their reputations, the names
of the cast won't be revealed.
T h e y ju s t c o u ld n 't- help
themselves.
Hopefully the show will be
survived by the cast.

STRUNG O U T-M S C 's String Q uartet w ill present the firs t concert o f its new season on Wed. Oct. 25 at
8 p m in McEachern Recital Hall. The quartet, composed o f Jerome Landsman and Lida Todd, violins;
Leon Hyman, cello and A vron Coleman, cello, w ill be jo in e d b y Catherine B urton o f the MSC music
fa c u lty as guest artist.

Scott Livens LAPD
By Joe Avato
S ta ff Reviewer
"We are the new centurions,
holding the line against the
barbarians." Such are the words
of Andy Kilvinski, a hard-nosed,
uncort^upt,
misunderstood,
somewhat philosophical cop on
the Los Angeles police force.
Such is the theme and mood of
"The New Centurions."
The film has excellent acting,

Ten Thousand Leaves
India Print Spreads
Decorate Your Room
$1.00 off any spread for students
26 Church St., Montclair
744-8152

some revealing insights into the
nature of law and order and a
few exciting scenes. However, its
d ire c tio n
under
Richard

ROUTE 2 3
CEDAR GROVE
|1 M l. N O . BLM'FLD A V E |
2 3 9 -1 4 6 2

Fleischer is erratic as one scene
incoherently slips into another.
The Sterling Silliphant script is
in keeping with the direction,
consists of little more than
typical glib action and 'sudden'

shocks, all of which
dramatic intensity.

George C. Scott plays the role
of Andy Kilvinski, the old pro
cop who breaks in the. rookie,
Roy Fayler, played by the new
and highly
talented Stacey
Keach. It is Kilvinski's example
and philosophy that cause the

several shocking surprises for
some dramatic punch. However
the
movie
lacks
sufficient
portrayal,
d e p th
and
understanding of the aimless and
lonely life of Kilvinski and they
come off, at best, as feeble.
Keach proves unequivocably
that his fine acting in "F at C ity"

of the streets.

was not just beginner's luck.
Like Scott, he ranges far and
wide going from a courageous
cop, to a desperate drinking
man, to a fully revitalized man
in love. And like Scott, he
handles them all with skill,
sincerity and professionalism.

Scott proves again that he is
one of the best in his portrayal
of Kilvinski. His moods range
from the tough cop to a
knowledgeable,
philosophical
law enforcer and finally to a
lonely
and
desperate
man
dedicated to his work.

265 BLO O M FIELD AVE., CALDWELL

^PG l

THE
D IR E C T O R
and
screenwriter's try to pull off

young rookie to fall in love with
the action, danger and challenges

N E W PRICE POLICY
PARK
^THEATRE* A d llltS $1.50^!all"mes'

A LSO

Ls AT • SUN • MON • MATS ’ CHARLIE
___________________BR O W N

lack

226-0678

Unfortunately he is subject to
the easy gaps and cheap thrills of
Fleischer and Silliphant. In one
scene, which borders on the
ridiculous, he hangs on the door
of a speeding car and is dragged
endlessly over picket fences,
bushes, roadblocks and other
obstacles.
"The New Centurions" is one
movie that characterizes the side
of a police officer's life that
dem ands
sym pathy
and
respect-a theme which has not
been too common lately. It is a
movie that demands attention to
the down to earth ugliness of his
job and the desolation of his life
of dedication.
While lacking a coherent
narrative, this new Fleischer
p re s e n ta tio n
still
comes
off-thanks
to
Scott
and
Keach-as
a
sufficient
and
perceptive film.
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presents
NY Drama Critic’s Award Winner

CABARET
Nov. 2, 3,4,9,10,11

Matinee Nov. 3

at 8:30 pm

Adults $3.00
Faculty $2.00
Students $1.50
SGA $1.00

Memorial Auditorium

Box Office

Open Oct. 23

montclarion
scoreboard
THE
LIGHTER
WEIGHT-LIFTING

SIDE

OF

Lightweights (men from 165
to 100 pounds) are needed for
Montclair State's weight-lifting
club. Practices are now being
held daily from 4 to 6 pm in the
weight room in the basement of
Panzer Gym. Interested persons
are asked to contact coach Phil
Grippaldi or assistant intramural
director Barry Hennis at the

N

Netmen Win 2nd Title

to attend should contact Jim
Maillet, Freeman Hall, room
104.

MAJOR SWITCH
Screening tests for admission
to
th e
physical education
department will be given at 10
am on Tues. Oct. 24. Applicants
must register in any of the
following offices: Dr. Pearson,
Dr. Wacker, Mr. Welsch, EOF.

athletic office.

SNOW SESSION

BASKET BRIGADE

Students pre-registered for
the ski class (0879 0266 5488)
will hold their first class meeting

The
B om bers
m et
W a rrio rs
Tuesday
in

the
the

semifinal round of the men's
intramural three-man outdoor
basketball championship. The
winners face the victors of the
T au
Lambda Beta-Six-Killers
game played yesterday.
The Warriors moved into the
s e m ifin a ls by topping the
Raiders, 21-10. The Bombers
had won in a forfeit over the
All-Stars. TAB had defeated the
R aisen ets,
19-14, and the
Six-Killers had beaten Phi Sigma

Tops in Doubles

on Mon. Oct. 30 at 7 pm in
Panzer Lounge. Bob Moran,
manager of the Vernon Valley
Ski Area, will be present to
outline the course requirements.
If unable to attend this class,
contact Marilyn Taigia, ext.

Montclair State took the
team championship last
Saturday
in
the
M on t c l a i r - Up s a l a
Fa l l
Tennis Tournament for the
second time in as many
years, 13-10, over Upsala.
Tom Krukiel was the
only MSC player to get to
the semifinals where he was
defeated by the tournament
runner-up Steve Americo of

Fairleigh
D i c k i n son
University, 6-1, 6-2. Tom
King of Upsala topped
Americo, 6-2,6-2, for the
individual title.
MSC
TOOK
THE
doubl es competition as
John
Donleycott
and
Denni s
Insley defeated
Newark
College
of
Engineering foes Chuck
Kirby and Don LaFonte,

INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL
D IV IS I O N I

Psi C hl
Ta u L a m b d a Beta
A lp h a Sigm a M u
Phi L a m b d a Pi

W
3
2

PF
64
38

1
0

0
12

PA
12
24
30
48

D IV I S I O N II

RECENT COURT CASES
John Schmitt defeated Mike
Jankowsky, 6-1, 6-3, to enter
th e
fin a ls
of
th e
men's

T ita n s
Z e ta E p s ilo n T au
Ta u Sigm a D e lta
L a m b d a C hi D e lta

L
0
1
2
2

W
3
2
0
0

PF
49
31
14
0

1

2

Phi L a m b d a Pi
Psi Chi

6
20

0
14

Tau L a m b d a Beta
A lp h a Sigm a Mu

1
12
0

2
6
0

TO TAL
18
0

1
6
0

2
0
13

TO TAL
6
13

PA
6
27
24
37

TO TAL

There
will
be
an
organizational meeting for the

T ita n s
Z ê ta E p s ilo n Tau

archery club 4 pm Tues. Oct. 24
in C-117. Those persons unable

m en's
in tra m u ra l
championship.

L a m b d a C hi D e lta 6 , T a u Sigm a D e lta 0. G am e
c alle d a fte r firs t h a lf d u e to darkness. Play w ill be
resum ed M o n ., O c t 2 3 at 5 pm .

GETTING THE SHAFT

O t h e r
t e a m s
participating were Trenton
State (seven points), FDU
(four points), NCE (three
points), St. Peter's (two
points) and Jersey City
State (one point).
In
last
year's
tournament,
MSC
trium phed over Upsala,
17-16,
in the team
competition.

5243.

intramural singles championship.
Schmitt will face Mark Fistes for
the title round this week.
Mike Cuoco and Bob Norton
defeated Paul Stahlin and Bob
Peoples, 8-6 and 6-2, to win the

Epsilon, 21-9.

4-6,6-3, 7-6.
MSC's Hobie List and
Kim Marchese got past the
second round of individual
competition only to fall in
th e
quarterfinals
to
Americo and Neil Friedman
of Trenton, respectively.

doubles

6
34

New Coach Named
Brian A. Hill will succeed Jack
G r y z m k o as junior varsity
basketball coach for the 1972-73
season.
Hill, a 1969 Graduate of John
F. Kennedy College in Wahoo,
Neb., comes to MSC after two
years as assistant basketball
coach at Clifford J. Scott High
School in East Orange.

GEORGE CARLIN CONCERT POSTPONED
REFUNDS or TICKET EXCHANGES
FOR
JOHN SEBASTIAN
AND
MC KENDREE SPRING TICKET
STARTING MON. OCT. 23,
9am-4pm
STUDENT CENTER GAMER00M
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W alker, Thompson Give 1-2 Punch
In Montclair State's first
football game against Kutztown
State, Franklin Walker.stretched
some muscles in his right leg.
Last Saturday, in MSC's fifth
game
against
Central
C o n n e c tic u t S tate, Walker
showed he was back in the
groove as he scored the Indians'
second touchdown and rushed
for 63 yards.
" It bothered me when I ran,”
Walker commented. "You try to
forget it, but it inhibits your
movement," he added.

FELLOW RUNNING BACK
and

teammate

Al

Thompson,

however, has remained nearly
injury-free this year. "Injuries
are mostly luck and I guess I've
been lucky," he said.
Most times the two gridders
find

M O N T C L A R IO N P h o to by C arol A n n e S a k o w itz .

AL THOMPSON

and FRANKLIN WALKER

Stickmen Begin Warm-Ups
F a ll
means football for
players, coaches, cheerleaders
and fans, but for the MSC
lacrosse team, Fall also signals
the start of conditioning for the
coming spring season.
According to team co-captain
Bill Davies, the stickmen will be
working out daily in and around
Panzer Gym for the next three
weeks.

"IT'S M AINLY TO build
skills
and
teach
the
fu n d a m e n ta ls
to
all new
members, as well as help the
present team keep in shape," he
explained. "We'll be ready for
the season if we work together

"Lacrosse is one sport where
no experience is necessary," he
smiled. "We welcome the kids
who've
never
played
b e f o r e - - we ' l l
everything."

teach

blocking

for

DAVIES ADDED THAT he

Two

ago.
The
"flee-f ticker"

"THE FUNNY PART about
the play," explained Walker,
"was that Acker and Hermanni
were the only ones who knew
we were going to do it then." If
the blockers had known the
play, they would have shifted to
Hermanni's side of the field and
the lateral would not have been
as successful, the junior physical
education major rationalized.
The other oddity occurred in
the fourth quarter of the same
game and directly involved
Thompson. "I was carrying the
ball and slipped," he recalled.
"They dived on me and when I
lo o k e d
u p , everyone
fighting," said Thompson.

"W E'RE

UNSURE

OF

—Miketzuk.
C H A M P IO N T E R M P A P E R S

636 Beacon St. (#605)
Boston, Mass. 02215
617-536-9700
Research material for Termpapers,
R eports, Theses, etc. L O W E S T
PRICES. QUICK SERVICE. For
information, please write or call.

Houston Webber
Lacrosse Co-captain.

LITRE CAR «»•
VNWfiDUWE BUGGY

& /liesSERVICE

¿rnplete sup piy

our

playing and practice field."
The new varsity status of the
stickmen will guarantee more
equipment, Davies said, stressing

ST0CK£SPEED

783 -53 SO
wmm

the fact that "almost everyone
who comes out will make the
team."

m » m

was

"THE MEN (UP FRONT) get
used to how you hit the hole,"
said Thompson, explaining the
importance of knowing what a
teammate will do before he does
it. "But it's tough on the
lineman, too," he sympathized,
"especially the younger ones."
Neverthless, Walker is the

All sports equipment available
specializing in tennis and hockey
Racquets Restrung
221 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Montclair, N.J.
10% Student Discount

Island teams.

first
wa s a
kick-off return

which saw quarterback Gary
Acker take the kick and pull the
defense towards him before
lateralling to Bob Hermanni who
scampered down the field with
the score.

MARTY BARRETT SPORT SHOP
THE SPORT-IN

The Indians have gained a slot
in the Knickerbocker Lacrosse
League, Davies continued, and
will play a number of Long

rusher

of ‘ the more unusual

HOME: 746-0981
BUS.: 783-7191

Jim Cresbaugh, a '72 MSC
graduate who played lacrosse
last spring, will be assisting at
the practices and aiding coach Al
Jackson during the '73 season.

leading

occurances of the Indian's
season came during the East
Stroudsburg game two weeks

all the way through."

exact schedule as of now," he
added, "but we hope to have
more home games this year, if
we have Brookdale Park as a

second

th e m

and co-captain Houston Webber
are planning to hold clinics to
explain the sport to students.
"With at least eight men
returning, and eight promising
rookies, we should have a really
good
season,"
he said
optimistically. "And we want
everyone to understand what it's
all about."

themselves

each other. The offensive line
usually carries the blocking load,
but according to Walker and
Thompson the inexperience of
this line has caused the slow
start of the Indians' running
attack.
"They're inexperienced in
working together," remarked
Walker, with emphasis on the
last word.

team's

with 166 yards with Thompson
right behind with 123 yards.

PACTS ¿ACCESSORIES
/ 7 3 GLtSNfllOC'E /?</£•
M O M T C L ftH L
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MSC Drops First Tilt

Booters to Open Four- Game Stand
By Joan Miketzuk

goals and were caught with men

Sports W riter

short on defense and they scored
tw o
more goals," Wolfarth
explained. "The score was not
indicative of the game. If we had
played back, it would have

Montclair State's soccer team
suffered its first loss of the
season last Saturday at New
York University, 4-1. Joe Cozza
tallied his second goal of the
season for MSC's only score
assisted by Nick Mykulak.

ended 2-1 instead of 4-1," he
added.

Following yesterday's game
at Newark State, the Indians will
open a four-game home stand

JOE FIND SCORED twice
for N Y U and Roger Gestall and
Nick Filannino each put a goal
past netminder Greg Reusch,
who has just recovered from a
knee injury.

Saturday with the first contest
at 11 am against Queens College.
The game site then switches
from Pittser Field to Sprague
Field on Wednesday when MSC
takes on Fairleigh Dickinson
University under the lights at 8
pm. Stoney Brook and Trenton
State complete the home stand.
THE NYU CONTEST was
scoreless! at the half; but the
Indians took a quick 1-0 lead at
the beginning of the second
stanza on Cozza's goal.
Following what coach Bob
Wolfarth termed "a questionable
call” against the MSC defense,
the dikes burst open and N YU
tallied twice to take the lead.
The Indians then took the
offensive route but found it
unsuccessful. "We pressed for

Mykulak and goaltenders Reusch
and Chuck Doran have kept the
goals-against average down to
1.0 per game.
Despite their initial defeat,
MSC still sits atop the New
Jersey State College Conference,
scoring wins over Glassboro

State and William Paterson and
tying Jersey City State.

of the Metropolitan Collegiate
Soccer Conference (Division I).

MSC's record now stands at
3-1-1 overall and 2-0-1 in the
N ew Jersey
State College
Athletic Conference.

MSC has yet to oppose a team
from this conference, its only

E IG H T OF THE Indians' last
nine games will be against teams

MSC had lost to N Y U last
year, 1-0, and the latter holds
the record for goals scored
against the Indians with 10.
Despite their winning record,
MSC has only scored nine goals
in five games, five of those goals
coming in one contest. "Offense
has n o t been our forte,"
Wolfarth skillfully understated.

F O R W A R D
PAUL
PAPADOGEORGOPOLOUS
leads the Indians in scoring with
three goals. Tino Domingues and
Cozza are tied at two each.
Roman Hanycz and Bill Gertner
have tallied the other MSC goals.
However the defense of
fullbacks John Tkaczuk and

M O N T C L A R IO N P h o to by E d d O 'C o n n o r.

M O N T C L A R IO N P h o to by B ob A d o c h io .

United
Parcel
Service
ne eds

part time
Package Handlers

A S T IC K IN T I ME - P a t M cC arthy and MSC
teammate take c o n tro l o f the b a ll in Tuesday's
game against Kings College. Kings College came
o u t on top o f the match, 4-0.

R U N N IN G W ILD -M S C 's to p tw o harriers, Tim
O'Donoghue (le ft) and Joe K ornakow ski trek
through the woods on Garret M ountain in a meet
against Trenton last Saturday.

Harriers Take Dual Meet
By John Tobiason

TERM PAPERS

Sports W riter

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date,
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300
quality termpapers. Enclose $1.00 to

On this rather warm and
sunny Saturday past, Montclair

cover postage and handling.

WE ALSO WRITE
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS

Termpaper Arsenal, Inc.
519 GLENROCK AVE , SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213)477-8474 • 477-5493

S tate's cross country team
coasted to an easy double-dual
victory, beating Queens College,
21-34, and Trenton State, 29-40.
Queens defeated Trenton, 23-37,
to round out the scoring.

"We need a local salesman"

j 2 85
•

slated contest thus far being
rescheduled (City College of
New York, Mon. Nov. 13, 3 pm
at Brookdale Park.)

per hour

4 -5 HOURS A NIGHT
5 D AYS A W EEK

APPLY IN PERSON AT

International Cycles
51 Valley Road
Clifton, N. J.
Sales Service Repairs
SPECIALIZING in 10-Speed Bicycles
ECKHARD E. RIEGER
(201)742-7449 744-8324
Over 100 bicycles in stock

PET & HOBBY

493 C O U N TY A V E N U E
Upper Montclair 640 Valley Road

SEC AU C U S, N J .
9 A.M. • 6 P.M.

A R T SUPPLIES

Before
a
practically
non-existent home crowd, Tim
O'Donoghue
finished
approximately 200 yards in the
lead with a time of 25:04.
Co-captain Joe Kornakowski
took third place, posting a time
of 25:41.

MSC CLAIMED THE seventh
and eight places on the running
of Jim Migliorini (26:59) and
Roy Pityanger (27:01). The
Indian scoring ended with Greg
Weiss coming in 10th at 27:16.
The team was hardly excited
with the victory, a let-down
hardly unexpected after last
week's winning effort against
Paterson State.
Nonetheless, coach George
Horn was worried. "We've got to
get consistancy in our efforts,"
he said. "One day we run like
champs, the next day like
chumps," the coach concluded.

HORN

ALSO

REMINDED

the squad that they had only
one day to prepare for Tuesday's
meet at Monmouth College. He
advised them to concentrate on
"quality" work. "C ut down on
distance but power it o ut," he
added.

M O N T C L A R IO N Photos by B o b A d o c h io .
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F I E L D M A N E U V E R S -(p ic tu re le ft) Quarterback Gary A cker gets o f f a q u ick pass to MSC offensive
end Gary M c G riff (88) in last Saturday's game against Central C onnecticut State College, (picture
rig h t) MSC head coach Clary Anderson displays an unm istakable lo o k o f digust a t one p o in t during
the CCSC game. MSC pu lle d o f f an upset, however, and defeated the Blue Devils, 28-23.

Indians M ake Devils Blue, 28-23
«
By Joe Castronovo
Sports W riter
N E W
B R I T A I N ,
CONN.-Saturday's hard-earned,
28-23, victory over Central
Connecticut State couldn't have
come at a better time for the
Indians. The game marked the
opening of Montclair State's
Eastern Football Conference
play this season. All of the
remaining contests are either
EFC or New Jersey State College
Conference battles.
MSC faces their first NJSCAC
ad versary
ag ain st W illiam
Paterson College 8 pm this
Saturday at Sprague Field.
THE W IN OVER CCSC was
sorely needed, especially after
the heart-breaking defeat the
Indians suffered at the hands of
Cortland State the week before.
The effect of the victory showed
on the beaming fact of coach
Clary Anderson.
"I was very impressed with
the game," he commented.
"CCSC is a great team with an
explosive offense. They picked
up 562 yards against Bridgeport
last week. Beating a team that
good has to be a big win."
Strangely enough, CCSC lost
the Bridgeport game, 25-18.
They also outgained the Indians

in total offense, 346 yards to
223, but were again defeated.
The reason being two costly
turnovers by the Blue Devils,
both of which the Indians
capitalized on.
TH E
FIRST ONE came
during the closing minutes of the
second quarter with CCSC
leading, 10-7. On second down
and nine at the C-16 yard line.
Blue Devil fullback Bill Tinlin
fumbled, and MSC safety Rich
Tate recovered it there, giving
his team a first down and
excellent field position. Taking
advantage of the situation,
h a lfb a c k

F ra n k lin

Walker

proceeded to put the Indians in
front by carrying the ball five
consecutive times, the last being
a one-yard run off left guard
into the endzone. Kicker Moses
Lajterman completed the PAT,
making the score, 14-10, in
MSC's advantage.
The second blunder occurred
at the tail-end of the third
quarter with 1:31 to go and the
score in CCSC's favor, 17-14.
Again on second and nine, but
this time with the ball on the
Connecticut's 38-yard line. Blue
D e v il q u a rte rb a c k
Dennis
S c h e rm e rh o rn , u n d e r
the
pressure of MSC left end

Sylvester Burroughs, threw right
into the open arms of MSC
c o rn e rb a c k
F ra n k
Bender.
Bender grabbed the ball at his
own 45-yard line, and raced 55
yards for the T D . Lajterman
kicked the extra-point, putting
the Indians ahead, for good,
21-17.
MSC's last touchdown of the
day was the end result of a
28-yard drive which originated
w hen
CCSC
punter Steve
Robinson, under great pressure
fro m
th e
aggressive MSC
defenders, booted one only six
yards. The Indians took over at
the CCSC 28-yard line and in
another four plays had six more
points on the board. This time it
was fullback Frank Ripley who
bulled his way into the CCSC
end zone with a seven-yard run
up the middle. Lajterman came
out once more and did his thing
quite well, making the score,
28-17, MSC on top.
THE T D CAME with 14:23 left
in the game, ample time for a
team like CCSC to grab two
more
touchdowns.
But
somehow, they just couldn't do
it. They did manage to push one
more across however, marching
79 yards in eight plays which
c u lm in a te d

in

a

two-yard

Lally. Schermerhorn's attempted
run for the two-point conversion
failed and with 6:57 left in the
game, the score read, 28-23, in
favor of MSC, which is how the
contest ended.

goal by Bob Chalmers. The
touchdown came after the Blue
Devils had charged 98 yards in
13 plays. After Chalmers had
booted the extra point, MSC
aficianados were overcome with
' ' I t-lo o k s -lik e -a n o th e r -o n e --

" It was a team effort,"
Anderson stated after the game.

of-them-days" blues.
Following
Chalmer's

"Acker (Gary) handled the ball
very well, Whiteman (Don), who
accounted for MSC's first TD
with a 13 yard pass reception,
punted excellently and Bender
and Tate's great defensive play
was also a major factor in the

three-pointer
w ith
2:08
remaining in the first quarter, it
seemed as though everyone had

touchdown run by halfback Jim

win."
Bender had two interceptions
on the day and Tate accounted
for 20 tackles, 18 of them
unassisted, as well as recovering
the fumble that led to a
touchdown. Anderson summed
up his jubilant feelings when he
concluded:
"I MISSED A class reunion at
Colgate, my old alma mater
today, for this game, but I must
say, it was well worth it. I'm
really deeply satisfied."
Anderson didn't look so
satisfied at the start of the game
when CCSC jumped out to a
quick 10-0 lead via a five-yard
TD pass from Schermerhorn to
Bob Hayes and a 27-yard field

given up hope at any chance for
the Indians to win. Everyone,
that is, except the Indians.
IT SHOULD BE noted here
that Clary's boys were five point
underdogs going into the game.
It should also be remembered
that the Big Red Machine wasn't
given much of a chance against
C.W. Post either. They won that
battle 21-14.
No doubt being labelled
underdog induced the Indians'
need to win all the more, as a
method
of
pr ov i ng th e
odds-makers wrong.
Score by Period«
Montclair State
0 14 7 7—28
Central Connecticut State 10 7 0 6—23
CCS — Hayes, 4 pass from Schermerhorn (Chalmers kick)
CCS — FG. Chalmers 35
MS — Whiteman, 13 pass from Acker
(La|ternan kick)
MS — Walker, 2 run (Laltermon kick)
CCS — Lalley, 11 run (Chalmers kick)
MS — Bender, 55 run with Intercepted
pass (Lalfcrm an kick)
MS — Ripley, 7 run (Lajterman kick)
CCS — Lolley, 2 run (Schermerhorn run
failed)

